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subject population staging a comeback to real prosperity
by means of truck-gardening—and cultivating local arts.
. . . And once more, to-day in both cases, the prosperity
of either set of truck-gardeners is threatened by the tariff
wars of their northern neighbours.
§
One may make the further paralleling note that all raids
from North to South from the days of Brennus to this
moment of writing have been Plutarchian—and have been
successful just because they have been Plutarchian. Their
peoples have beenwantingin political passions or intelligence;
their troops have been distinguished by dogged perseverance
and acquisitiveness rather than fired by the desire for per-
sonal distinction; their territories have always been over-
populated ; their generals, of the push-ahead order that is as
a rule of no strategic talent and which relies on big battalions
that may be mercilessly squandered on direct attacks, have
as a rule had neither political intelligence nor ambition,*
This renders the task of the cold-headed politician-advocate
of the type of Simon de Montfort or Lincoln or even Bismarck
one of comparative ease. He has almost no political intrigues
to hamper his business in hand; he can afford to be relatively
indifferent to the cause he supports; he need not fear the
personal ambitions of his generals and he can be confident
of having at his disposal great masses of men who will either
murder or be murdered without much questioning. Souths,
on the other hand, leading lives of relative leisure, have
always found time for political discussions not merely
among their representatives but in all classes of society;
separate interests form; discords arise* . „ . Thus any
South, whether it be France in any wars or the South in the
* It has been estimated—and I believe correctly—that in the Civil
War the South took prisoner, incapacitated or killed more Federal
soldiers than were to be found in all the troops they put into the line
from 1861 to 1865. Grant's losses in the Cold Harbour phase of the end
of the war were so enormous that they were never officially reported in
full. His axmy refused to attack further although they knew that they
outnumbered Lee's men by four to one.

